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ABSTRACT: Three organic semiconductors consisting of
thiophene, furan, and phenylene groups showed either one or
two gain-narrowed emission peaks by excitation with a laser
pulse. The two gain-narrowed emission peaks are optically
studied and assigned to 0 → 1 and 0 → 2 vibronic transitions.
The number of gain-narrowed emission peaks is determined
by a degree of overlap of the vibronic emissions with ground-
state and excited-state absorption of the material. Dependence
of the gained emission intensity both on the total input energy
and the density of the excited states shows that the two gain-
narrowed peaks are attributed to two different decay processes:
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) and superfluorescence
(SF). The input energy to be conserved in total is distributed
between ASE and SF processes strongly dependent on the transition probability and the self-absorption of organic
semiconductors as a gain media.

■ INTRODUCTION

Various attempts have been carried out for realizing organic
semiconductor lasers from the standpoints of material and
device structure,1 because organic lasers have various
advantages, such as low cost, feasibility in a fabrication process,
and wide range tunability in wavelength compared with
inorganic lasers.2−4 Optically pumped organic lasers have
been known for almost 20 years,5−7 and thiophene/phenylene
organic semiconductors are recognized as one of the most
promising effective gain media.8−10 However, no one has yet
succeeded in realizing electrically driven organic semiconductor
lasers.11,12 Because the most essential component of lasers is a
gain medium, detailed understanding of the gain properties of
organic semiconductors accompanied by emission band
narrowing is crucial.
Among numerous experiments reported so far on the

photoluminescence (PL) properties of organic semiconductors,
some materials show dual gain-narrowed emission peaks.
Although the dual gain-narrowed emission had been intensively
investigated in the past, their mechanism still remains
unclear.13−18 Therefore, it is needed to elucidate differences
between the materials showing single and dual gain-narrowed
emission peaks.
Recently, we found that a series of semiconducting

thiophene/furan/phenylene co-oligomers, which are BP2T,
BPFT, and BP2F shown in Figure 1a−c, respectively, have

considerably different optical properties despite the similarity in
molecular structure.19,20 Therefore, it is expected that their
comparative studies provide new insight into dual gain-
narrowed emission phenomena. Here, we report that dual
gain-narrowed emissions are only observed for BPFT among
the three semiconductors, and give reasonable interpretation on
the difference in the number of gain-narrowed emission peaks.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

BP2T (99.5%) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC.,
while BPFT and BP2F were newly synthesized in our
laboratory.19 All three materials were purified by sublimation.
Single crystals were grown by physical vapor transport under
argon gas (99.998%) flow. The thin plate-like crystals were
electrostatically attached on a heavily doped silicon substrate
with a 200 nm thick SiO2 layer. Absorption spectra were
measured on quartz substrates with a UV/vis spectropho-
tometer (JASCO Corporation, V-650DS). PL spectra were
measured using a fluorescence spectrophotometer (Hitachi
High-Tech Science Corporation, F-7000) with the excitation
wavelength at 380 nm. A nitrogen nanosecond-pulsed laser at
337.1 nm (Stanford Research Systems, Inc., NL100) was
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employed as a pump source with a focused radius of about 0.5
mm for ASE measurements. The excitation pulse laser was
irradiated along the c-axis of crystals.19,23 The total pulse energy
was controlled by a neutral density filter. The emissions were
detected parallel to the ab-plane of crystals by an optical fiber
spectrometer (Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., PMA-12 Photonic
Multichannel Analyzer C10027). Transient absorption spectra
were measured with an excitation pulse laser of 400 nm in
wavelength, whose pulse width was 100 fs and pulse fluence
was 760 μJ/cm2. A white-light probe beam was applied with a
delay of 0.5 ps after pumping, and a multichannel photodiode
detector was used for spectrum detection.21

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Single gain-narrowed peaks were observed at 557 and 520 nm
for BP2T and BP2F, respectively, in ASE spectra shown in
Figure 1a and c. In contrast, BPFT showed two gain-narrowed
peaks at 513 and 544 nm (Figure 1b). The numbers of gain-
narrowed peaks did not change by polarizing the pump source
to various polarization angles, as shown in Figure S1. It should
be noted that the intensity of the peak at 513 nm for BPFT
more markedly increased than the others as the fluence of the
pump pulse increased (Figure 1d). Because the three crystals
are similar in size (area, 0.4 mm2; thickness, 1 μm), these
results are consistent with the highest PL efficiency of BPFT
among the three.19,20

A similar conclusion can be deduced from the full width at
half-maximum (fwhm). The fwhm’s of the gain-narrowed peaks
of BP2T, BPFT, and BP2F single crystals were 4.0, 1.93 (at 513
nm), and 4.91 nm, respectively (see Figure 1e).
One may imagine that a possible reason for the dual gain-

narrowed emission peaks would be the fact that the π-electron
system for BPFT consists of two parts of conjugated moieties
of BP2T and BP2F. However, this can be excluded, because the
PL spectrum of BPFT is not a superposition of those of BP2T
and BP2F (Figure 2). Instead, the structures in the PL spectra

are attributable to vibronic transitions. We assigned the
positions of vibronic emission of these three materials from
PL spectra of their thin films. According to ref 22, BP2T has
vibronic emissions of 0→ 0, 0→ 1, and 0→ 2 at 485, 524, and
564 nm, respectively. Correspondingly, the vibronic emissions
of 0 → 0, 0 → 1, and 0 → 2 for BPFT are at 489, 510, and 551
nm, respectively, and the vibronic emissions of 0 → 0, 0 → 1,
and 0 → 2 for BP2F are at 462, 489, and 519 nm, respectively.
Therefore, ASE peaks at 513 and 544 nm in BPFT were
ascribed to the 0 → 1 and 0 → 2 transitions, respectively, and
the ASE peaks of both BP2T and BPFT were ascribed to the 0
→ 2 transitions.

Figure 1. (a−c) Gain-narrowed emission spectra for single crystals of 2,5-bis(4-biphenylyl)bithiophene (BP2T), 2-(4-biphenyl)-5-[5-(4-biphenyl)-2-
thienyl]furan (BPFT), and 2,5-bis(4-biphenylyl)bifuran (BP2F), respectively. Insets show their molecular structures. (d, e) Peak intensity (inset:
expansion) and full width at half-maximum (fwhm), respectively, versus the pump pulse fluence for BP2T, BPFT at 513 nm, BPFT at 544 nm, and
BP2F.

Figure 2. Absorption and PL spectra for single crystals and thin films
of BP2T, BPFT, and BP2F, respectively: black solid lines, ground-state
absorption spectra for single crystals; dashed colored lines, PL spectra
for thin films; dashed black lines, PL spectra for single crystals; filled
colored lines, gain-narrowed spectra; thick colored lines, transient
absorption spectra. The PL spectra for the single crystals are
normalized to those of the thin films at their maximum-intensity
wavelength.
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The most likely reason for the difference in the number of
gain-narrowed emission peaks is then the fact that the self-
absorption in BPFT is much weaker than those in the other
materials. Because the transition dipole moments are almost
perpendicular to the ab plane of the crystals,19,23 and the
refractive indices of organic single crystals are so high that the
fluorescence can be confined between the two parallel crystal
faces, emitted light propagates via a waveguide effect.24,25

Therefore, the emitted light is strongly absorbed by the organic
material itself in the case of the crystalline form. Figure 2 clearly
shows that the suppression of the PL peaks at 521, 510, and
489 nm for BP2T, BPFT, and BP2F single crystals, respectively,
is due to the strong absorption at these wavelengths, as
compared with those for the thin films. The absorbance of
BPFT at the 0 → 1 emission peak (510 nm), which only
showed gain-narrowed emission among the 0 → 1 emission
peaks of the three materials, is the weakest among the three
materials. Therefore, the emergent gain-narrowed peaks are
concluded to be closely related to the intensity of self-
absorption. Also, the absence of gain narrowing for the other
PL peaks is attributable to overlaps with absorption bands of
excited states.
The above conclusion is supported by the ASE intensities

plotted against the pump pulse fluence, as shown in Figure 1d.
The PL spectrum of a BPFT thin film (Figure 2) shows that the
transition probability of 0 → 1 is markedly larger than that of 0
→ 2. However, the relative intensities of the two vibronic
emissions in a single crystal are not constant due to the self-
absorption. The 0 → 1 emission is strongly suppressed by the
self-absorption when the pump pulse fluence is low, but it
becomes predominant because of its largest transition
probability when the self-absorption is partially bleached
under high pump pulse fluence.
It is expected that the other two materials would also show

dual gain-narrowed peaks, if the self-absorptions could be
bleached enough. To support this interpretation, we measured
transient absorption spectra of single crystals of the three
materials. All three transient absorption spectra showed two
clear dips, as shown in Figure 2. From the fact that the
wavelengths of ASE peaks correspond well with the wavelength
of the dips, it is suggested that the dips can be ascribed to the
stimulated emissions from excited states, which can potentially
emit ASE. This idea is supported by temporal evolution of the
transient absorption spectra shown in Figure 3. Because dips in
all of the materials showed a similar behavior, only the plot
observed for a BPFT single crystal is shown. On the one hand,
the transient absorptions at 505 and 680 nm increased just after
excitation with a relatively weak laser pulse (Figure 3a). On the
other hand, the dip at 505 nm showed a rise time of 0.09 ± 0.02
ps. The results indicate the initial excited state, which has a
broad transient absorption band, is different from the excited
state, which shows stimulated emission, and stimulated
emission was observed after relaxation to the latter state.
When the crystal was excited with a relatively strong laser pulse
(Figure 3b), the transient absorptions and the dip rose similarly
to the weak excitation, but the dip and the transient absorption
at 680 nm decreased rapidly in 3 ps. The rapid decreases are
attributed to a decrease of excited states by ASE. Therefore, it is
concluded that the excited states showing the dips emit ASE.
Further investigations were carried out to elucidate the

natures of two gain-narrowed emissions of BPFT. In general,
coherent emission can be attributed to either ASE or SF. When
a sufficient amount of transition dipole moments is excited,

their coherent coupling results in cooperative spontaneous
emission, which is known as SF. Since the excited molecules
participate in building up the macroscopic dipole moment in a
crystal, the process is governed by the total number of excited
states, being irrespective of the density of excited states. On the
other hand, when the density of excited molecules reaches a
threshold prior to reaching the SF regime, ASE can occur.
To assign the gain-narrowed emissions of a BPFT single

crystal to the above two processes, we measured the threshold
pump pulse energy of gain narrowing by exciting with a strip-
shaped laser at various beam widths ranging from 97 to 517 μm
by changing the position of a condensing cylindrical lens. The
incident angle of the excitation laser was 15°. By changing the
width, the pump pulse fluence, which corresponds to the
density of excited molecules, can be changed without changing
the pump pulse power, which corresponds to the total number
of excited molecules.
Figure 4 clearly shows a different laser beam width

dependence of the threshold pump pulse energy of gain
narrowing of peaks at 513 and 544 nm. The threshold pump
pulse energy of the former peak is proportional to the laser
beam width. This means the threshold pump pulse fluence is
constant irrespective of the laser beam width. Therefore, the
gain-narrowed emission is attributed to ASE. On the other

Figure 3. Temporal evolution of the transient absorption spectra of a
BPFT single crystal. (a) Excited by a 760 μJ/cm2 laser pulse. (b)
Excited by a 1520 μJ/cm2 laser pulse. Open blue and black circles
indicate transient absorbance at 505 and 680 nm. Closed green circles
indicate the intensity of the dip at 505 nm.

Figure 4. Changes in the threshold of pump pulse energy for peaks at
513 nm (yellow-green squares) and 544 nm (cyan circles) of BPFT as
a function of excitation laser beam width.
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hand, the threshold pump pulse energy of the latter peak is
constant irrespective of the laser beam width, and is attributed
to SF. The SF process in an organic semiconductor at room
temperature was also reported by Frolov et al. for a polymer
semiconductor.26 Coexistence of ASE and SF is previously
reported for 5,5″-bis(4-biphenylyl)-2,2′:5′,2″-terthiophene.10
It is noted that the occurrence of ASE requires superior

optical confinement in the gain media, while SF occurs even
when there is radiation leakage.10,26 In the case of single crystals
of BPFT, their thickness is so thin that the spread of optical
field outside the crystal causes an optical loss. Because the
shorter the wavelength, the narrower the spread of the optical
field is, the emission at shorter wavelength (513 nm) is more
efficiently confined in the crystal cavity than the emission at
544 nm. The same experiments and analyses for BP2T and
BP2F showed their gain-narrowed emissions originate in ASE.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we proposed reasonable interpretations on the
dual gain-narrowed emissions in terms of the 0 → n vibronic
transitions from comparisons of both absorption and emission
of the three organic semiconductors. In addition, on the basis of
transient and ground-state absorption spectra, we showed that
the gain-narrowing behaviors of each vibronic emission are
greatly affected by self-absorption. Both ASE and SF processes
occurred with strong competition via the vibronic transitions of
0 → 1 and 0 → 2, respectively, in BPFT. The above
conclusions suggest that preferable gain media for organic
semiconductor lasers have only one vibronic transition route
with the highest transition probability so that the emission can
ideally be confined in a window existing between the
absorption bands of both ground and excited states.
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